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Academic Assessment 
 

Art History BA/Minor 
Over the last few assessment cycles we have gathered data from our two core courses for all 
majors (and only majors), enabling us to better know if how (and how well) our majors can 
demonstrate they are acquiring skills the faculty regard as core to the discipline (Outcome 1).  We 
have continued to assess students' skills in visual acuity but we have tweaked the rubric so that it 
measures more certain skills more effectively.  Our rubric for effective research and writing skills 
(Outcome 2) has also evolved to focus on measuring students' ability to evaluate and make use of 
secondary sources.  Our third Outcome is new this year and grows from our desire to be more 
pro-active in preparing our majors for the world of work and post-graduate study after 
graduating.  Requiring them to create a professional resume is one step toward that goal, and we 
believe it is useful that that happen, first, early in the major and, then, at the final stage of the 
major. 

 

Arts Management BA/Minor 
SLO 1: Students will be able to develop a holistic analysis of a nonprofit organization’s financial 
practices and health. 

The percentages for the final project in ARTM 340 held steady when compared to last year 
(2017-2018), while the percentages for the trend analysis assignment improved by 14% (even 
with more students). As noted in last year’s report, though the final paper performance target was 
met overall, there is obvious room for improvement, which can begin with the deeper trend 
analysis instruction already underway and culminate in a broader summative class exercise prior 
to the paper submission date. 

SLO 2: Students will be able to conduct environmental and situational analyses as a part of a 
strategic planning process 

The majority of students in ARTM 310 scored above performance targets on both 
final assessments. However, results from Fall 2018 Section 2 show that only 35% of students met 
the 60% performance target. This could be attributed to a lot of factors, but nevertheless, the 
results serve as a reminder that every class is different, and some students need more attention 
and support than others. As a result, the instructor instituted a mandatory draft feedback session, 
which seems to have addressed the problem (see Spring 2019 results). Going forward, 
performance targets will be increased from 60% of students to 75% of students scoring a 75% or 
higher.   

SLO 3: Students will be able to compose fundraising solicitation pieces, such as fund appeals and grant 
proposals. 

While all students in ARTM 350 met or exceeded the performance target for direct measure 2 
(i.e. Grant Application), there is concern over the results for direct measure 1 (appeal letter). 
Based on these results, we will be discussing strategies for improvement on the appeal letter 
assessment at our annual retreat session this upcoming Fall 2019. 
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Historic Preservation & Community Planning BA/Minor 
 

 

Music BA/Minor 
 

 

Studio Art BA/Minor 
 

 

Dance BA/Minor 
 

 

Theatre BA/Minor 
The assessment of some of our lower-level classes has been very helpful in getting us to talk 
about the purpose of these courses and to get faculty teaching the courses to compare goals, 
methods, and assessment practices. 
THTR202 
The assessment of our 202 practicum grew out of similar assessment that had helped to formalize 
the 201 practicum. In the 2017-18 school year we were able to come up with a quiz covering 
production practices that students generally learn during the technical week portion of rehearsal. 
(We allowed students to choose a certain number of questions on the quiz, with the recognition 
that different shows have different technical needs, so students won't always get exactly the same 
experience. For example, most of our shows have fly cues, and students would be expected to 
learn how to behave safely in those situations, but if a show does not have fly cues, students may 
not pick up that specific information. So students were allowed to choose 20 out of the 25 
questions on the quiz.) 

Whereas last year we only looked at Theatre majors' performance on the quiz, this year we 
looked at the scores of both majors and non-majors. We were pleased to see that majors scored 
slightly higher on the quiz than non-majors, although neither group made the target of 90% 
scoring higher than 90%. We noticed that students in the musical did not score as high on the 
quiz as those on the straight play. That may be because of the many elements of a musical that 
need student attention, and so they may be missing some basic procedural information. We will 
compare the results of the students on this year's musical to see if it is an ongoing problem. We 
also noticed that students frequently missed questions referring to the authority of the stage 
manager. Given that our stage managers are students and perhaps not viewed with the same 
authority as faculty working on the productions, we probably need to do a better job emphasizing 
the importance of the position to students and modeling behavior that affirms the authority of that 
student. 
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The rubric was created specifically to apply to our Performance concentration majors, who 
should be performing at a high level on all areas of the rubric, even if this is their first production 
at the college. In order to discuss both 201 and 202 practicum students we have instituted a 
meeting at the end of the semester with all faculty and staff who worked on the productions in 
order to discuss each student (since students interact with multiple people on a production). We 
have found these meetings to be very helpful for discussing our majors and minors on a broad 
level (from the viewpoint of multiple faculty and staff) and will certainly continue them after we 
no longer need the data for this assessment process, since it is so useful for our regular student 
assessment activity. 

THTR176 
The assessment process on this course was helpful to jump-start conversations about the purpose 
of the course and to ensure that the department faculty are educating adjuncts (who most 
commonly teach the course) about the desired learning outcomes and methods in the class, 
especially since we allow great pedagogical freedom to those teaching the class. 

Those conversations were important to have, and have helped us to see what is happening in 
various sections of the class as we try to find ways to attract more general education students to 
the class. But since the course is not a part of our major and is not a prerequisite for any other 
classes in the department, we will not be continuing the assessment of this class. 

THTR276 
We are still not settled into the assessment for this course. The yearly cycle of assessment is 
particularly difficult for this class, because we don't have sufficient time at the beginning of the 
school year to discuss it before instructors' syllabi are set. But we have continued regular 
conversations about the quiz and the terminology and pedagogies used in the class, so although 
we have not had successful assessment, the process has been helpful for us. The quiz continues to 
receive minor adjustments each year, but basically remains the same and we will continue to use 
it. The difficulty with the rubric has not been agreeing on the terminology to be assessed, but in 
the type of assignment that should be used. Some faculty teach this material at the beginning of 
the semester and don't continue to use the specific terms throughout the semester. Since 
assessment work is supposed to happen towards the end of the semester, it means that some 
sections don't have appropriate assignments to use the rubric on near the end of the semester. This 
conversation is ongoing and we plan to continue the use of both the quiz and the rubric. 

 
Administrative Assessment 
 

 

Halsey Institute 
We have a few takeaways from these year's data. Our overall visitor attendance was much higher 
than expected, and we performed adequately on all feedback metrics.  

One major reason for our attendance was the exhibition Southbound: Photographs of and about 
the New South. This exhibition was very popular, attracting over 20,000 guests to the exhibition 
and its public programming. Southbound also helped us raise higher amounts of money via grants 
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and individual donations, and its tour schedule through 2022 will help increase our earned 
income. But it was a very large and expensive project that is not feasible every year.  

We plan to assess our measures so that they are valid longitudinal studies that can be tracked over 
multiple assessment periods. Some of our measures for 2018-19 fell short of this standard, and 
we are revising them for next year. 

DEVELOPMENT 

One change moving forward will be to be more strategic and selective when soliciting individual 
donors for exhibitions. We also had a fairly large project called Jennifer Wen Ma: Cry Joy Park--
Gardens of Dark and Light this year. With this project, we saw individual donations at a fairly 
low level, and we suspect this is because we had such high levels of individual donations for 
Southbound. These donors were tapped out and could not support Jennifer Wen Ma's show. Thus, 
we will try to plan which exhibitions we will focus on individual donations, which these 
happening no more than once per year. 

VISITOR ATTENDANCE 

We are continuing to analyze our visitor responses to determine what audiences we are reaching 
and which we are not. One problem with our visitor surveys is the amount that are taken. Out of 
20,000+ visitors to the Halsey this year, we had 55 surveys filled out. To get a more accurate 
level feedback, we'd like to significantly increase the number of surveys we collect. We 
anticipate having to incentivize these surveys and make them easier to take so that more people 
will complete them. 

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH 

We continue to grow our tour program, so we are sticking with what we are doing and will 
pursue 10% gains in the number of tours and tour attendees. One issue with the tours are the 
feedback we collect with students. While we received a significant number of surveys back from 
teachers, we collected a small percentage of surveys back from college students. As we are a 
program that surveys the college and its student body, it is important for us. 

EXHIBITIONS 

It is important for us to work effectively with artists and to learn from them how we can better 
work with other artists in the future. While we gathered informal feedback from the artists we 
worked with this year, we need to make a formal feedback solicitation for each artist we work 
with, asking for feedback and improvements we can make. With specific metrics, we can track 
this over time, seeing what changes we implement make us more effective in meeting artists' 
needs. 

PUBLIC PROGRAMS 
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Similar to general visitors' surveys, we would like to create small surveys for guests of our public 
programs so that we can get valuable feedback on our events. We have created internal 
assessment forms, where the staff can rate each event in terms of how it aligns with our mission, 
our effectiveness in organizing and executing them, and expected attendance. While we scored an 
8.4 out of 10 in terms of how our events align with our mission, we would like to delve deeper, 
using specific elements of our mission to assess the events (such as attracting diverse audiences, 
presenting innovative ideas, and connecting our audiences with artists/concepts) These forms will 
help us in the future as we plan upcoming events. 

TRAVELING EXHIBITIONS 

We excelled in terms of booking venues for our current traveling shows this year, and it shows 
that we are effective at doing this. However, this model is risky in that we assume all the risk of 
an exhibition's cost up front, and we are then seeking to recoup costs afterwards. We are looking 
into partnering with institutions on upcoming exhibitions in advance, co-organizing the shows 
with these other museums so that the costs are more spread out. This allows for greater resources 
to be used in organizing and exhibition, and it involves no need to recoup costs after an 
exhibition. 

SOUTHBOUND 

While Southbound was a successful exhibition, it is not something that can be measured over 
multiple assessment periods. Thus we are removing it as a measure from our assessment plan. 
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